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Our Dreams at Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare Vol. 4
Clad in school uniforms practically breathing with life are the girls of Hoshimiya Girls' Academy,
their hair long and luxurious. When a certain "incident" rocks the academy, the hidden feelings
these girls possess will be entwined in this pure girls' love story.

My Androgynous Boyfriend
Adrian has had a hard time since the birth of her son and is at her wits end, until a long-time
acquaintance of hers, Hildegard, offers her a place to say at her apartment. But that doesn't
mean things are easy now, only that they get easier, one day at a time. Q: Why do none of the
characters wear any pants? A: Because I am the author and want to make it fun for me. This
book contains the first three issues of A&H Club!

Classmates Vol. 3: Sotsu gyo sei (Spring)
BOYS’ LOVE COOKED TO PERFECTION Eating around other people is a struggle for
salaryman Yutaka, despite his talent for cooking. All that changes when he meets Minoru and
Tane—two brothers, many years apart in age—who ask him to teach them how to make his
delicious food! It’s not long before Yutaka finds himself falling hard for the meals they share
together—and falling in love!

A&H Club
'" Drawn in the style of diary comics with an upbeat, adorable flair, this is a charming tale about
Chii, a woman assigned male at birth. Her story starts with her childhood and follows the ups
and downs of exploring her sexuality, gender, and transition--as well as falling in love with a
man who''s head over heels for her. Now they want to get married, so Chii''s about to embark
on a new adventure: becoming a bride! "'

Love Me for Who I Am Vol. 3
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The touching Boys’ Love story that inspired a hit animated film, in an all-new translation for
digital and print. Hikaru always thought his classmate Rihito was kind of a snob, until he
stumbles across Rihito secretly practicing a song in an empty classroom. Hikaru agrees to
become Rihito’s music tutor, and with each lesson the two boys grow closer. But when Hikaru
realizes that he’s fallen for Rihito, will they stay classmates or become something more?

Total Eclipse of the Eternal Heart
In this heartwarming and critically acclaimed manga, an elderly woman and a high school girl
develop a beautiful friendship through their shared passion for Boys' Love. Ichinoi, a seventyfive-year-old woman living a peaceful life, unwittingly buys a boys’ love manga one day, and is
fascinated by what she finds inside. When she returns to the bookstore to buy the next volume,
the high school girl working there—Urara, a seasoned BL fan—notices a budding fangirl when
she sees one. When Urara offers to help Ichinoi explore this whole new world of fiction, the two
dive into the BL fandom together, and form an unlikely friendship along the way.

Our Dreams at Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare Vol. 1
Ritsu is willing to do anything for her best friend Ichika, including the intimate act of cleaning
her ears. But when Ichika starts dating a boy, Ritsu realizes that she wants to be more than
friends. Will Ichika push her away when Ritsu reveals her innermost feelings?

I Hear the Sunspot
A 2019 New York Public Library Best Books for Kids A 2020 Tayshas Reading List Selection A
2020 Maverick Graphic Novel Reading List Selection Mads is pretty happy with her life. She
goes to church with her family, and minor league baseball games with her dad. She goofs off
with her best friend Cat, and has thus far managed to avoid getting kissed by Adam, the boy
next door. It's everything she hoped high school would be until all of a sudden, it's not. Her dad
is hiding something big—so big it could tear her family apart. And that’s just the beginning of
her problems: Mads is starting to figure out that she doesn't want to kiss Adam because the
only person she wants to kiss is Cat. Kiss Number 8, a graphic novel from writer Colleen AF
Venable and illustrator Ellen T. Crenshaw, is a layered, funny, sharp-edged story of teen
sexuality and family secrets.

Jamie Mcflair Vs the Boyband Generator
The love between girls never stops blooming in this collection of office flings and workplace
romances.

Bokurano: Ours
When Azuma Tanaka, an ex-student, asks Kugayama, a gifted music teacher, for help in
studying for a prestigious music school's entrance exam, Kugayama finds himself drawn to the
budding youth, invoking a desire that he's never known before.

The Hidden Garden
No Marketing Blurb
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Kiss Number 8
The Contracts of the Fall is the latest collection of graphic stories from the skilled hands of
master manga maker Gengoroh Tagame to be published in English. Featuring four epic tales
of dominance, slavery, and humiliation: "The Contracts of the Fall," "Lover Boy," "Pochi" and
"Der fliegende Hollander" (aka "The Flying Dutchman").

Antique Bakery
In this early comic work of Rebecca Sugar, creator of the Emmy nominated Steven Universe,
she shows the development of a budding young artist in an entertaining, thoughtful read with a
lot of heart. All of the elements that Rebecca has come to be known for. Pug Davis is a
curmudgeonly astronaut in the vein of Buck Rodgers via John Wayne. He also happens to
have the head of a Pug. Reluctantly teamed with his sensitive partner, Blouse, he fights aliens
in space so we don't have to fight them here. Presented for the first time in full color.

The Bride was a Boy
Nakamura loves a boy in his class--now he just has to keep himself together! Nakamura is a
shy boy who falls in love at first sight with another boy--his dreamy high school classmate
Hirose. But there's a problem: they haven’t met yet. And Nakamura is a total spaz who might
bungle things before they even begin! In this endearing Boy’s Love comedy about the trials of
high school, follow Nakamura’s hilarious attempts to cling to happiness.

The Sundered

…gragh……lau…gh……pull…pull……gu…shi……ma……..here…la…ss? ….ww….Oww………the
dream……Who……areAgh…ah…Aaa…aAH!..geh…?
Grblrrblbrr…rgh……SHICK……AaaAHhh……ha…ir?.No….eye…look……days… …..th…….this is AERN
PTSD Radio. No tuning nec…essary.

BL Metamorphosis Vol. 1
TANGLED EMOTIONS The angst stirred up between Fujishiro and Kurokawa by the arrival of
transfer student Akazawa Iroha has settled, yet Fujishiro’s feelings are still in turmoil. Will
Aoda Izumi’s advice offer her some clarity of mind? To make matters even more complicated,
there’s a class trip coming up—and the four girls are in the same group! Relationships might be
confusing, but one thing is for sure: the trip is sure to make hearts race!

PTSD Radio
Not only is high schooler Tasuku Kaname the new kid in town, he is also terrified that he has
been outed as gay. Just as he’s contemplating doing the unthinkable, Tasuku meets a
mysterious woman who leads him to a group of people dealing with problems not so different
from his own. In this realistic, heartfelt depiction of LGBT+ characters from different
backgrounds finding their place in the world, a search for inner peace proves to be the most
universal experience of all.

Transparent Light Blue
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Zearth's surviving pilots make a promise to each other: they'll never break down, they'll never
cry, and no one's to blame. Yet after Maki's battle breaks open the core of her opponent a
frightening discovery may test their new resolve. Inside, the children come upon a terrible
shock—the truth about who they're being driven to destroy. -- VIZ Media

Our Dreams at Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare Vol. 2
When Tasuku attends a workshop organized by Cat Clutter, the last person he is expecting to
see there shows up: his crush, Tsubaki! Is this the beginning of a dream come true?

My Alcoholic Escape from Reality
Yu Kisaragi, a skilled physician, has a big crush on someone, but his feelings will never be
returned; the person is his colleague Hasunuma. To distract himself from the fruitless love, he
works hard in a university hospital in the daytime and goes to a bar at night seeking one night
stand. One day Kisaragi was involved in an incident at a rip-off bar. He was saved by
Kanesaki, his patient Arima's man, and they slept together. Before long Kisaragi grows to like
Kanesaki, but fate doesn't work in favor of Kisaragi. The story of the sundered lovers. Caution!
This book belongs to the genre of Boy's love (YAOI), love stories between two boys. Please do
not read if you are not familiar with the genre. Rated adult only.

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation (Manga) Vol. 12
An emotional new diary comic from the award-winning creator of My Lesbian Experience with
Loneliness and My Solo Exchange Diary. Nagata Kabi’s downward spiral is getting out of
control, and she can’t stop drinking to soothe the ache of reality. After suffering from
unbearable stomach pains, she goes to a clinic, where she is diagnosed with pancreatitis—and
is immediately hospitalized. A new chapter unfolds in Nagata Kabi’s life as she struggles to
find her way back to reality and manga creation in the wake of her breakdown.

Cocoon Entwined
Come As You Are meets How to Date Men When You Hate Men in this sex handbook for the
millennial feminist on how to own your body and sexuality, and use that confidence to take
charge of your life "This bold, sex-positive book delivers on its promise.” —Publishers Weekly
Stop Apologizing for Your Sexuality and Take Charge of Your Life If you've ever wished you
had a big sister or older cousin who could show you all the ropes of womanhood, look no
further: Gigi Engle has done it all and is here to tell you all about it in All the F*cking Mistakes,
a practical handbook for all the slutty and wanna-be-slutty women out there. It is the ultimate
sex-talk book, demystifying female sexuality without any of the awkwardness of "the talk."
From learning how to take back your confidence in a world full of slut shaming, to discovering
and owning your sexual empowerment through masturbation, to demanding the love you really
deserve, this book is an ode to the women of the world who deserve to be empowered,
sexually and otherwise, without guilt. Offering bite-sized lessons that incorporate Gigi's own
special brand of no-nonsense advice to provide clarity and guidance on all things slutty,
sexually normative and non-normative, and everything that falls between the cracks of these
brackets, this book is your how-to guide to living your sexy AF, fabulous life.

Yuri Is My Job! 6
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Sarina and her best friend Sumi are super close. Sumi often crashes at Sarina's place, and
sometimes the two even make out a little bit. But Sarina figures a romantic relationship could
never work between them. Sarina is an organized office worker, while Sumi is a nomadic
freelance writer. Can the two find a way to make their very different lifestyles mesh?

The Conditions of Paradise
Tchaiko has always been an enigma, but when he goes to visit his partner in the hospital, his
story is finally revealed. Meanwhile, Saki's biggest secret is thrust out in the open--despite her
desperate attempts to keep it under wraps. The emotional final volume of Yuhki Kamatani's
tale of gender, sexuality, and self discovery!

Solfege
Because of a hearing disability, Kohei is often misunderstood and has trouble integrating into
life on campus, so he learns to keep his distance. That is until he meets the outspoken and
cheerful Taichi. He tells Kohei that his hearing loss is not his fault. Taichi's words cut through
Kohei's usual defense mechanisms and open his heart. More than friends, less than lovers,
their relationship changes Kohei forever.

Pug Davis
Four best friends, two boybands, and an evil uncle with a monstrous secret - what could
possibly go wrong? KID NORMAL meets BRITAIN'S GOT TALENT in this hilarious new series
for 8+ readers. This story begins with a snoring pug, a forgetful grandma, and the hero of this
adventure in a really bad mood. There is also a goose on the loose. We just wanted to warn
you. Jamie McFlair's favourite band got a slot performing on the country's biggest talent show,
but it went wrong thanks to Barry Bigtime (in an 'incident' involving a chocolate milkshake and
worn underpants - don't ask). Barry is a music big shot, all round nasty manand Jamie's Uncle.
The next day, he launches his own massive new band and Jamie smells a rat. With the help of
three trusty best friends - popular Daisy, no-nonsense Jenners, and timid Mel - Jamie vows to
uncover Barry's dastardly plan. But Jamie doesn't know about BARRY'S SECRET. A secret
that is TERRIBLE and SHOCKING and VERY STRANGE. There's something hidden in Barry's
basement - a machine that is the key to his musical success. But what happens when the
boyband generator goes wrong? We'll give you a clue: it is NOT GOOD and THE ENTIRE
WORLD is at risk. Can Jamie stop Barry Bigtime before it's too late?

Our Dreams at Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare
In the latest volume of this realistic manga about transgender students, our protagonists
experiment sartorially.

Go For It, Nakamura!
Building on the fundamentals taught in Shoujo Basics (a previous title in the Draw Manga Now!
series), this title shows readers how to embellish and amplify their shoujo characters by
drawing the characteristic outfits, hairstyles, accessories, and even animal friends of the genre.
After an introduction to all of these accoutrements, readers will have a chance to follow along
Hart's in-depth step-by-steps, and will even be invited to draw on their own, right in the book's
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pages.

Wandering Son
Mir Taqi Mir (1723-1810), known as the god of Urdu poesy (Khuda-e Sukhan), is widely
admired for his poetic genius. The most prolific among all Urdu poets, he produced six divans.
His deceptively simple poetry had an unusual mellowness and natural flow.Mir was the first
poet to demonstrate the hidden beauty and genius of the Urdu language. From the raw Braj of
Agra to the sophisticated Persian of Delhi and the mellow Awadhi of Lucknow, he wove them
all into his verse. He took the half-baked Rekhta of the mid-eighteenth century to new heights,
reaching the pinnacle of literary Urdu's poetic and creative journey. With a substantial selection
of Mir's most memorable ghazals, The Hidden Garden introduces readers to the life and poetry
of the grossly misunderstood poet. This book is the perfect read for lovers of poetry and Urdu
alike.

Whenever Our Eyes Meet
Tasuku is starting to feel at home at the drop-in center--just in time for him to help a younger
student who also hangs out there. Misora Shuji likes to wear girls’ clothing but is unsure about
their gender identity. Will Tasuku’s guidance offer Shuji some clarity or just make things
harder?

The Contracts of the Fall
The delightful story of Nora who, after a succession of terrible boyfriends, finds a much happier
relationship with a 500-pound American black bear. Bear meets girl. Nora has bad luck with
men. When she meets an (actual) bear on a hike in the Los Angeles hills, he turns out to be
the best romantic partner she's ever had! He's considerate, he's sweet, he takes care of her.
But he's a bear, and winning over her friends and family is difficult. Not to mention he has to
hibernate all winter. Can true love conquer all?

Classmates Vol. 1: Dou kyu sei
The beloved coming-out and coming-of-age manga about a broad LGBT+ community. Not only
is high schooler Tasuku Kaname the new kid in town, he is also terrified that he has been
outed as gay. Just as he’s contemplating doing the unthinkable, Tasuku meets a mysterious
woman who leads him to a group of people dealing with problems not so different from his
own. In this realistic, heartfelt depiction of LGBT+ characters from different backgrounds
finding their place in the world, a search for inner peace proves to be the most universal
experience of all.

All the F*cking Mistakes
THE SPRINGTIME OF YOUTH Hikaru and Rihito are two high school boys in love. Things are
going well for the couple and Hikaru is starting to daydream about a future together postgraduation. Rihito, however, is a bit more reticent, causing the two boys to fight. Will they make
up and forge a way forward, or will they become nothing more than former classmates?

Our Dining Table
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Follows the misadventures of the unique staff at the Antique Bakery as owner Tachibana and
his former classmate from high school and now genius pastry chef Ono meet interesting
customers and dashing lovers.

Blame!, 6
'" High schooler Hoshino Terumichi has been haunted by a recurring dream: a young man, a
century earlier, dying at the hands of another man he calls “Sensei.” This dream–or curse–is
about to merge with reality when a mysterious, attractive classmate named Yamada Omihiko
steps into Terumichi''s life. "'

I Hear the Sunspot: Limit Volume 2
Kohei is a college student who, because of his hearing loss, tends to distance himself from
others. His attitude starts to change after he crosses paths with an ever-optimistic classmate
named Taichi. And over time, the two begin to develop feelings for each other. As the story
continues, the pair tries to balance their budding relationship alongside Taichi’s inspiring new
career and Kohei’s continued studies at school. But the harder they try to make things work,
the more misunderstandings they seem to encounter.

Our Dreams at Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare Vol. 3
The new, hilarious yuri comedy! Hime gets roped into working at a weird café where the
waitresses pretend to be students at an all-girl boarding school. She's strangely taken with her
partner Mitsuki, who's so kind to her in front of the customers. There's just one problem Mitsuki
really can't stand her! Hime is a picture-perfect high school princess--she's admired by all and
never trips up! So when she accidentally injures a café manager named Mai, she's willing to
cover some shifts to keep her facade intact. To Hime's surprise, the café is themed after a
private school where the all-female staff always puts on their best act for their loyal customers.
However, under the guidance of the most graceful girl there, Hime can't help but blush and
blunder! Beneath all the frills and laughter, Hime feels tension brewing as she finds out more
about her new job and her budding feelings

My Boyfriend is a Bear
IDOLS MADE OF MAGIC Rudeus enrolled in the University of Magic to unravel the secrets of
the calamitous Fittoa Displacement Incident, but his fellow students present problems of their
own. The super strong, super strange Prince Zanova is absolutely terrible at spells, despite
Rudeus’s tutoring, and an unexpected hunt for a magic craftsman leads to a slave market.
There, in the hopeless eyes of a dwarven child, Rudeus sees an echo of his old self. His
resolve to save her from despair and give her a reason to live.

Failed Princesses Vol. 3
An LGBT+ manga about finding friendship and common ground at an untraditional maid café!
Mogumo is a cute but lonely high school student who just wants a few loving friends. Fellow
student Iwaoka Tetsu invites Mogumo to work at his family’s café for “cross-dressing boys,”
but he makes an incorrect assumption: Mogumo is non-binary and doesn’t identify as a boy or
a girl. However, Mogumo soon finds out that the café is run by LGBT+ folks of all stripes, all
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with their own reasons for congregating there. This touching manga explores gender, gender
presentation, and sexuality from many different angles, including the ways people are pushed
to conform in a world that doesn’t understand themuntil the world begins to learn, one person
at a time.

Shoujo Style: Christopher Hart's Draw Manga Now!
His makeup is flawless! The daily ins-and-outs of an office lady and her beautiful boyfriend.
Wako and her androgynous boyfriend don’t exactly have the most traditional of relationships.
She spends her days working hard in the world of publishing, while he spends his time
obsessing over fashion and makeup—all with the goal of making himself beautiful just for her.
This romantic slice-of-life story is about love, relationships, and breaking with tradition!
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